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%hide
from pylab import *
from scipy.ndimage import filters
def grayshow(image,*args,**kw): 
    clf(); gray(); 
imshow(image,interpolation='nearest',*args,**kw); 
savefig("temp.png")
def gradshow(image,*args,**kw): 
    m = max(abs(amax(image)),abs(amin(image)))
    clf(); gray(); 
imshow(image,interpolation='nearest',cmap=cm.PuOr,vmin=-
m,vmax=m,*args,**kw); savefig("temp.png") 

       

Noisy Images

imagergb = imread(DATA+'disney.png')
image = mean(imagergb,axis=2)
grayshow(image) 



       

image.shape 

       (420, 560)

noisy = image + 0.1*randn(*image.shape)
clf(); gray(); imshow(noisy); savefig("temp.png") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xc3b10ac>

Averaging Multiple Images

Real images are frequently noisy.  Sometimes we can take multiple pictures of the same image.  Each time we
take a picture, we get the same signal value, but a random noise value added to it.  Given such multiple images,

we can recover the true image by image averaging.  That kind of technique is frequently used in astronomy.

stack = array([image + 0.1*randn(*image.shape) for i in 
range(30)])
imshow(stack[17]); savefig("temp.png") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xc4c30ec>

average = mean(stack,axis=0)
clf(); gray(); imshow(average); savefig("temp.png") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xc16086c>

Mathematically, we assume that the image captured by our sensor is a sum of a signal and a noise component:

I

or, at the pixel level:

I

Here, S  is the true signal that we're interested in.  N  is some zero-mean noise; that is .

The reason this works is pretty easy to understand.  Assume we have n images I  ... I .  Then, the average of
those images at each pixel is given by:
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Since the signal is assumed to be constant across all images, its average is just the true signal.  The average of the
noise tends towards the expected value, that is, zero.  Therefore,

 

.  The rate of convergence is n .

Smoothing Filters for Noise Removal

Most of the time, when we're confronted with noisy images, we only get a single instance of the image.  How can
we remove the noise?

grayshow(noisy) 
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One idea is based on the observation that nearby pixels usually have similar values.  So, we can remove noise

from an image by averaging--not multiple exposures--but nearby pixels.  (Of course, this breaks down at places

in the image where the signal changes rapidly.)  This idea is implemented by the uniform_filter function.  As you
can see below, the larger the size of the area over which we average, the less noise we get in the output image,

but at the same time, the more "blurry" the output image becomes.

smoothed = filters.uniform_filter(noisy,size=3)
grayshow(smoothed) 



       

smoothed = filters.uniform_filter(noisy,size=10)
grayshow(smoothed) 



       

Boundary Conditions

When implementing filters, an important consideration is what to do at the edge of the image.  Remember that we

are trying to "average over neighboring pixels", but pixels around the edge of the image have fewer neighboring
pixels than pixels near the center.  Common solutions are:

for pixels outside the image, assume a constant value (usually 0)

for pixels outside the image, use the nearest pixel that is in the image

for pixels outside the image, "wrap around" to the opposite side of the image

for pixels outside the image, reflect the image as if a mirror had been placed at the boundary

smoothed = filters.uniform_filter(noisy,size=30,mode='constant')
grayshow(smoothed) 



       

smoothed = filters.uniform_filter(noisy,size=30,mode='nearest')
grayshow(smoothed) 



       

smoothed = filters.uniform_filter(noisy,size=30,mode='wrap')
grayshow(smoothed) 



       

smoothed = filters.uniform_filter(noisy,size=30,mode='reflect')
grayshow(smoothed) 



       

Gaussian Filters

The uniform_filter we used above just takes a square region of pixels and averages the pixels over them.
 However, we can compute a "weighted average" instead, putting more weight on pixels closer to the center of

the square and less weight on pixels further away.  One particular weighting scheme assigns weights using a

Gaussian, that is, proportional to e .  This particular weighting scheme has many useful, unique, and

interesting properties.  We will address some of them later.  Let's look at how Gaussian filtered images actually
look.

smoothed = filters.gaussian_filter(noisy,4.0)
grayshow(smoothed) 
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smoothed = filters.gaussian_filter(noisy,10)
grayshow(smoothed) 



       

Nonlinear Filters

Remember that a filter F  is linear if

F (A ) (A) (B)

and

F (αA) F (A)

,

for images A and B and real numbers α.  

+ B = F + F

= α



Not all common filters are linear.  One common non-linear filter is the median filter.  It also "removes noise", but

in a rather different way from the smoothing filters we discussed above.

The median filter is similar to the uniform filter in that it computes "an average" over a patch and then uses that
value as the output of the filter, but instead of the arithmetic mean, it uses the median.

smoothed = filters.median_filter(noisy,size=3)
grayshow(smoothed) 

       

smoothed = filters.median_filter(noisy,size=10)
grayshow(smoothed) 



       

smoothed = filters.median_filter(noisy,size=30)
grayshow(smoothed) 



       

 

       

 
                 


